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About GRABO
Did you know that a rock-climbing trip inspired the 

GRABO? The CEO of GRABO was looking for a better 
way to scale the rock surface and was inspired to create a 

powered vacuum tool that could ‘Grab’ onto uneven, 
slightly porous surfaces. Ultimately, the GRABO was not 

developed for rock climbing but found a different purpose 
in allowing users to safely lift paving slabs, concrete tiles, 
drywall, porcelain, glass, furniture and more. The GRABO 

has become an indispensable tool for thousands of 
tradespeople worldwide who want to get the job done 

quicker and safer.
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What is the 
?

What are the benefits of 
using the GRABO

The GRABO is a portable electric vacuum lifter used by Builders, Contractors, 
and Industry Professionals to move heavy or bulky building supplies with ease. 
With the GRABO you can safely lift paving slabs, concrete tiles, drywall, 
porcelain, glass, furniture and much more.
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Minimises strain on your body by reducing the risk of sprains, tears and 
repetitive lifting injuries.

Supports a better position when lifting as it allows you to carry weight 
close to the body, near waist height rather than outstretched.

Reduces the risk of dropping heavy objects on fingers and toes, which 
could cause serious injury.



What is the 
 suitable for?   
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Paving and landscaping 
Make slabs easier to pick up and carry, the on-top 
positioning means no more trapped fingers!

Tiling
Minimises the risk of damage to expensive tiles, 
maximises efficiency and helps with positioning, all while 
reducing physical workload.

Glazing & Doors
Perfect for glass panels that are thicker than 6mm or use 
the OTTOVAC by GRABO, the battery powered glass 
suction cup.

Concrete & Pavers 
The GRABO makes lifting and placing paving slabs safer 
and easier.

*Use OTTOVAC or Brace Seal for panes of glass under 6mm
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Stone Masonry
Moving stone using the GRABO is a breeze especially 
when used with the Rock Seal attachment that allows 
variations in height up to 10mm. 

Panels & Metal Works
Moving large, awkward panels can be tricky. Utilising two 
GRABOs makes it easy to carry large materials 
and can reduce the risk of injuries.

Removals & Installation
Large bulky white goods and furniture do not often come 
with carry handles, the GRABO allows you to 
create your own!

Utilities
The GRABO allows quick, easy and safe removal of drain 
and manhole covers.

Scan
here
to learn more

Check out our full 
range of supported 

materials.
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Find out more



Pro Lifter 20

The GRABO Pro is the next generation of vacuum lifter tools and is the newest 
addition to the GRABO range. Ergonomically designed to provide better grip 
and less fatigue when moving heavy objects, the GRABO Pro comes equipped 
with a smart digital pressure sensor, digital display and smart settings for both 
weight and pressure.

Lifts up to 170KG

Effective vacuum lifter even for dusty, semi-porous or rough 
surfaces.
Smart pressure sensor automatically monitors and maintains 
optimum suction
Digital display shows maximum weight that can be safely lifted at 
any moment

Slimmer, ergonomic handle for better grip and less fatigue

1.5 Hour non-stop running time
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Find out more



Lifts up to 170KG

Effective vacuum lifter even for dusty, semi-porous or 
rough surfaces.

Manual On/Off button

Classic 45mm diameter handle

Rubber-protected mechanical pressure gauge

1.5 Hour non-stop running time

Plus

Using the GRABO benefits anyone who lifts and moves large or heavy 
objects, whether it’s Pavers working with heavy stones, Tilers making their 
job more efficient or Removal Companies moving awkward furniture. The 
original GRABO Plus gets the job done and gives you the same lifting 
capacity as the GRABO Pro but with manual controls.
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Find out more



Battery powered, no need to thumb pump to gain suction.

Battery suitable for 1500 power-ups

Automatic on/off switch to maintain suitable suction while 
lifting.

Gauge to indicate vacuum pressure

Built tough with ergonomic steel handle
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The OTTOVAC is the latest innovation from the makers of GRABO. A robust, 
battery-powered suction cup, perfect for glass and other smooth-surfaced 
materials. The OTTOVAC removes the manual pump action on traditional 
suction cups and replaces it with a small, powerful motor, meaning you’re 
ready to go at the touch of a button. 

BY

NEW
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Standard Seal

Seals

When the GRABO seal finally wears out, the lifting 
capacity diminishes. In this case, you can replace the worn 
seal by hand within seconds. 

Rock Seal
The GRABO Rock Seal is designed to make it easier to pick 
up rough materials such as rocks, stones or surfaces with 
variations in height up to 10mm. 



Slender Seal
The unique design of the GRABO Slender Seal 
means it’s even easier to grab surfaces with 
extended, narrow surface areas, such as pavers, long 
tiles, pipes and more.
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Brace Seal
NEW

The Brace Seal is a new replacement seal for the GRABO 
specifically designed for very thin or fragile materials.

Scan
here
to learn more

With our range of 
seals your GRABO is 
the ultimate carrying 

tool.
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Seal Guide

Material densities and porosity can affect the GRABOs suction abilities,  
check pressure before use.

TilesMaterials

Seals

Standard Seal

Slender Seal

Rock Seal

Brace Seal

OTTOVAC

Concrete Glass
(6mm and 
over)

Rock
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E & OE

The seal will work with the 
material Best seal for the job

Wood Sheet Metal Riven
Materials

Pipe & 
Ducting 
>160mm dia

Glass 
(Under 6mm)



Find out more



Charger
The replacement GRABO Battery Charger can be used 
with voltages from 100 to 240 volts at 50/60Hz. 
Includes multiple international adapters.
(socket types A, C, I)

Carry Bag
The GRABO Bag is made with rugged and 
water-resistant Oxford fabric, perfect to keep your 
GRABO tools and all necessary accessories in one place. 

Battery
On a full charge, the GRABO Replacement Battery 
delivers up to 900 operating cycles or up to 1.5 hours of 
uninterrupted run time.

Accessories
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Extended Warranty

Scan
here
to learn more

Find out more 
about our GRABO 

Extended Warranty.

Warranty

At GRABO we take great pride in the build 
quality and attention to detail that goes into all 
our products, but for complete peace of mind, we 
offer a full 12-month manufacturer's warranty 
from the date of purchase on all GRABO 
products.

Want to GRAB an additional six months 
warranty? Simply register your new GRABO 
online and sign up for our newsletter. You'll be 
first to hear about exciting new products and 
offers from GRABO - no spam, just the good 
stuff! 



Show us your GRABO! 
We love to see pictures and 
videos of the GRABO in 
action! Use @grabo_official 
and get featured on our pages 
and inspire others.

@Grabo_Official



01245 961166 thegrabo.co.ukinfo@thegrabo.co.uk
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